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正确的license.dat [license.dat][license.dat.txt]
...so the old version was still on the hard
drive after installation? And what is the

reason why I see this message when I just
reinstall the patch? Is it new that the server
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must be reinstalled? Or just an error? I
found these posts that say it isn't

necessary: How to upgrade STS to the
latest version? any help is appreciated.. A:
Finally I found a solution, I downloaded the
latest STS installer from the Steam support

page. The backup license.dat was gone
and the backup file for exe was also gone,

so I had to reinstall the patch. After the
installation is finished, I re-downloaded the
latest patch and now it works fine. I only

need to download the patch from the
SteamSupport page again and run the

setup. Happy Oct. 13 and a Happy Birthday
to designer Kate Spade, born and raised in
Kansas City. Just before the big Day of the
Dead, we go “very” briefly back in time to
her 1990s lookbook. The designer—or at
least the designer she was back in the

’90s—was dressed to play a character, as
were many designers back then. We see it

in the best of them: Aimee Simon, Jill
Stuart, Donna Karan, my personal favorite
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Coco Chanel. But there are a number of
other designers who play up their

characters for a lookbook—or who just play
a character and enjoy the experience. By
the end of the ’90s Kate Spade was into

dressing, so she went with the fashion. And
you had to, of course: it was the right look,
the right period, with Kate the lady of the
people—if you didn’t play it, your brand

wouldn’t last very long. The first lookbook,
Viva Las Kate Spade ($7), was directed by

art director Erin O’Neill and designer
Hester van Leeuwen. Kate, had she been
the type, would have had some input on
styling. The good news is that today the
photos make it look effortless. The better

news is 595f342e71
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